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Abstract 
Stress tests are on a regular basis mentioned on the financial markets where some institutions 
have to perform it as a regulatory requirement and others have it as an optional way to 
complement their predictions. Stress tests are used to see how robust a financial instrument or 
a portfolio are in various scenarios. The challenge is to construct a stress test that is 
sufficiently extreme, while it is still plausible. The objective of this work is to study various 
stress testing methods that can be applied at Second Swedish National Pension Fund (AP2) 
associated with their prediction of market risks. Two different methods are implemented with 
various scenarios and thus unique analyzes are performed for each method. Hence, the 
methods are not compared against each other, but each method is analyzed individually with 
the advantages and disadvantages based on the choice of method and type of scenarios. The 
results of the first method, historical stress test, shows that the stressed portfolio would 
decrease in value under the specified scenario. For the second method, coherent stress test, the 
results vary for the different scenarios.  
 
Keywords: stress tests, coherent stress test, historical stress test, risk measures 

Sammanfattning 
På den finansiella marknaden förekommer termen stresstester med jämna mellanrum, där vissa 
institutioner har det som krav och andra har det som ett frivilligt sätt att komplettera 
prediktioner. Stresstester används för att mäta hur robust ett finansiellt instrument eller en 
portfölj är i olika scenarion, där utmaningen blir att konstruera ett stresstest som är relevant och 
tillräckligt extremt. Målet med arbetet är att studera olika stresstestmetoder som ska kunna bli 
tillämpade hos Andra AP-fonden (AP2) i samband med deras prediktion av marknadsrisker. 
Två olika metoder implementeras med olika scenarion och således utförs unika analyser för 
respektive metod. Därav jämförs inte metoderna mot varandra utan varje metod analyseras 
individuellt med för- och nackdelar utifrån valet av metod och typen av scenarion. Resultatet 
för den första metoden, historiskt stresstest, påvisar att portföljen som stressas skulle minska i 
värde under det specificerade scenariot. För den andra metoden, koherent stresstest, varierar 
resultatet för de olika scenarierna.  
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 “Some things are so unexpected that no one is prepared for them.” 
Leo Rosten 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
In this chapter the background and motivation for the work will be presented. As well as its 
objective, scope and limitations. Finally, the outline for the work will give the reader a brief 
introduction how the remaining parts of the report will be structured.  

1.1 AP2’s background 
The Second Swedish National Pension Fund (AP2) is one of five buffer funds within the 
Swedish pension system. Managing about SEK 300 billion, in virtually every asset class and 
all parts of the world, makes AP2 one of northern Europe’s largest pension funds. The mission 
for the fund, assigned by the Swedish Government, is to maximize the long-term return on 
Swedish pension fund. With the purpose, in conjunction with the other buffer funds, to maintain 
reasonably consistent pension levels, even during periods with large number of retirements, or 
by an economic downturn (Second AP Fund, 2016). 

1.2 Background 
In our everyday life, risk is something that constantly are encountered. Today, awareness and 
managing of risk is of great importance for any business, where it contributes to a better ability 
to reduce negative outcomes and also to create a competitive advantage.  
 
In the financial sector, risk forecast models are well used to provide ideas of future movements. 
Typically, the models are inferred from historical data which makes the risk models unable to 
capture all possible risk outcomes (Jorion 2007). Especially for sudden and dramatic changes 
in the market. Stress tests have been developed to cover this more severe, although plausible, 
movements. Moreover, since stress tests can be designed through different approaches to obtain 
desirable outcome, good formulation of the stress tests are needed (Hull 2015). This latter issue 
is the subject matter of the work. 

1.2.1 Stress testing 
In the financial world, stress test is an analysis or simulation developed to determine how a 
given financial instrument or financial institution behave in an economic crisis. Thus, instead 
of predicting the “best estimate”, the institution may use stress tests to observe how robust a 
financial instrument is in certain scenarios (Alexander 2008a). In January 2016, the European 
Systemic Risk Board (ESRB) presented an adverse scenario that they argued would cover four 
systemic risks that they had identified to be the most material threats to the stability of the EU 
financial sector .  In Table 1.1, you can find the financial and economic shocks that they 
suggested to use for stressing the financial instruments. This suggestion, however, is not 
performed in this work. It is mentioned to give the reader an idea of how financial instruments 
could be stressed. 
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Table 1.1: Example of an adverse scenario suggested by ERSB with main systemic risks and assumed 
financial and economic shocks (European Systemic Risk Board 2016) 

Source of risk Financial and economic shocks 
An abrupt reversal of compressed global 
risk premia, amplified by low secondary 
market liquidity  

-! Rising long-term interest rates and 
risk premia in the United States and 
other non-EU advanced economies  

 
-! Global equity price shock - Increase 

in the VIX volatility index and 
spillover to emerging market 
economies 

 
-! Foreign demand shocks in the EU 

via weaker world trade - Exchange 
rate shocks  

 
-! Oil and commodity price shocks 

 
Weak profitability prospects for banks and 
insurers in a low nominal growth 
environment, amid incomplete balance sheet 
adjustments  

-! Investment and consumption 
demand shocks in EU countries 

  
-! Residential and commercial property 

price shocks in EU countries  
 

Rising of debt sustainability concerns in the 
public and non-financial private sectors, 
amid low nominal growth  

-! Country-specific shocks to sovereign 
credit spreads 

 
-! Shocks to corporate credit spreads  

 
Prospective stress in a rapidly growing 
shadow banking sector, amplified by 
spillover and liquidity risk 

-! EU-wide uniform shock to interbank 
money market rates  

 
-! Shocks to EU financial asset prices 

 
-! Shocks to financing conditions in 

EU countries (via shocks to 
household nominal wealth and user 
cost of capital)  

 
As a result of increased regulatory requirement over the years, the usage of this type of analysis 
has been increasing on the financial market. The European Banking Authority (EBA) initiates 
and coordinates stress tests in the EU. With cooperation of ESRB, European Central Bank 
(ECB) and the Commission, EBA develop drafts of technical standards for stress tests within 
the banking sector, where the main objective is to “… provide a clear and transparent picture 
of how well EU banks are capitalized and whether they are likely to withstand financial 
downturns.” (European Banking Authority 2016). 
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1.3 Objective 
This work aims to develop relevant stress tests and scenario analysis, that follows AP2’s 
investment philosophy, that would complement the current ex-ante analysis of market risk.1 In 
other words, build stress tests that could complement the prediction of future financial 
performance.  

1.4 Scope and limitation 
In this work, two different methods for stress testing will be developed and implemented. 
Constructions and estimations of the stress tests will be performed in MSCI’s software 
RiskMetrics® RiskManager 4. The performances of the stress tests will be evaluated differently 
due to that the various stress tests had different preferred intentions. In more detail, one stress 
test will stress the current portfolio against a selected historical time period and be compared to 
that time periods portfolio. The other stress test will stress the current portfolio with a more 
hypothetical scenario approach with the addition of Bayesian network, i.e. the current portfolio 
will be stressed by a coherent stress test. Additionally, the portfolio that will be used for the 
stress test will not be the AP2’s total portfolio but instead it will be the listed portfolio, see 
Section 3.1 for more details about the listed portfolio. 

1.5 Outline 
The remaining part of the report is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 relevant theory about 
stress testing and scenario analysis will be presented. Descriptions of the portfolio, the chosen 
methods and their implementation for the work will be introduced in Chapter 3. The results will 
be presented in Chapter 4 and then discussed and analyzed in Chapter 5. Chapter 5 will also 
contain recommendation for further development.

                                                
1 Ex-ante is a term that refers to future events, i.e.” before the event”. Hence, an ex-ante 
analysis helps to give an idea of the future returns or prospects of companies. 
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Chapter 2 

Theory 
This chapter introduces necessary knowledge on the subject of stress testing. Throughout the 
chapter, theory of common risk measures, relevant calculation methods and different 
approaches of stress tests will be presented. 

2.1 Risk measures 
A general definition of risk could be - the possibility of losing part or all of the investment 
(Danielsson 2011). There are plenty of different measures of risk but the most popular and 
traditional is volatility, !, (Danielsson 2011). 

2.1.1 Coherent risk measure 
Artzner et al. (1999) pioneered four axioms that a risk measure should satisfy in order to be 
called coherent, i.e. to be considered as a sensible and useful risk measure. The properties are 
as follows: 
 
Consider random variables "#, "% ∈ ℝ. A function (: "#, "% → ℝ is said to be a coherent risk 
measure if it satisfies the following: 
 

(1)!Monotonicity:!If!"# ≤ "%!a.s.,!then!( "# ≤ ( "% .!
 

(2)!Translation,invariance:!( " + - = - + ( " ,!for!each!"!and!constants!- > 0.,
 

(3)!Positive,homogeneity:!( -" = -( " ,!for!all!"!and!constants!- > 0.,
 

(4)!Subadditivity:!( "# + "% ≤ ( "# + ( "% .,

2.1.2 Value at Risk 
The Value at Risk (VaR) is an essential risk measure used in the financial industry. It measures 
the loss that will not be exceeded based on a given confidence level during a specific time 
horizon (Hull 2015). The main advantage of the risk measure is its easiness for interpretation, 
which gives a rough idea of the extent of risks. Also, another advantage of VaR is that it allows 
comparison between different types of assets, e.g. bonds, stocks, commodities, etc. (Simons 
2000). The drawbacks of VaR is that it gives the best of the worst cases. Hence, it will always 
underestimate the potential loss associated to a significance level (Danielsson  2011). However, 
the main disadvantage of VaR is that it does not satisfy the axiom of subadditivity for every 
case, which mean that the concept of diversification does not hold. A mathematical definition 
of VaR is as follows: 
 

1234 " = 56
7#

8 = 9:; < ∈ ℝ: 56 < ≥ 8  
 
where 56 is the cumulative distribution function of the random variable, ", and 8 ∈ 0,1  is the 
confidence level (Embrechts et al., 2006). 
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2.1.3 Conditional Value at Risk 
Conditional Value at Risk2 (CVaR), as VaR, is a function of a time horizon and a confidence 
level with a significance level, 8. Although, unlike VaR, CVaR provides information beyond 
the quantile, i.e. the loss distribution of the tails. Hence, it estimates the conditional expected 
loss in the worst 100 − 8 % of cases. This is one of the advantage of CVaR. Another, is that 
CVaR is a coherent risk measure. The downside of the risk measure, however, is that it is more 
sensitive to estimation error compared to VaR. Since it is derived from the  VaR estimate and 
the expectation of the tail distribution (Sarykalin et al. 2008). The conditional VaR is given by: 
 
Let " denote a loss and 8 ∈ 0,1   be the confidence level. Then define CVaR as follows: 
 

@1234 " = A " " > 1234 "  
 
By observing a continuous random variable ", a more precise representation could be expressed 
as follows: 

@1234 " =
1

1 − 8
123B "

#

4

CD,EEEEEEEEEE0 < 8 < 1 

 
(Embrechts et al., 2009). 

2.2 Value at Risk methods 
So far the VaR has been discussed, but not been described how to be estimated. This section 
will enlighten this by introducing three methods.  

2.2.1 Delta-normal method 
The Delta-normal method3 is a parametric linear method. It assumes that the risk factors are 
multivariate normal distributed. Consequently, the estimation of the forecasting outcome will 
have the same distribution properties. The method is easy to implement due to its only 
containing simple matrix multiplication between the estimated parameters and the weights of 
the outcomes (Alexander 2008a). Hence, its advantage is the inexpensive computation time, 
even for larger number of assets. 
 
However, one drawback of the method is that it underestimates the proportion of outliers, i.e. 
the severeness of the loss distribution, since the method assumes the market outcomes to be 
normally distributed (Jorion 2007).  When in reality, the parameters tend to behave differently 
with e.g. other loss distribution, skewness and kurtosis. Another disadvantage is its inadequacy 
for nonlinear assets due to its linear approximation (Alexander 2008a). Although, this problem 
could be improved by extension of the method with higher-order terms (Jorion 2007). 

2.2.2 Historical Simulation method 
The Historical Simulation (HS) method is a nonparametric method that assumes that the 
historical data will repeat itself in the future. Where each historical observation is equally 
weighted, i.e. have the same probability to become the forecasting estimate. This means that 
for HS, estimation of the probability distribution of the market variables do not have to be 
estimated, since it is carried in the historical observation. Thus, the method does not contain 
any estimation errors and is not computationally expensive (Jorion 2007). Moreover, due to the 
                                                
2 Also known as Expected shortfall (ES). 
3 Also referred to as Variance-covariance method. 
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directly obtained probability distribution from the historical data, both linear and nonlinear 
positions are captured (Chen et al. 2005). 
 
Since HS use the historical data to obtain the probability distribution, a large sample of 
historical data is required to obtain a well-defined distribution. The sample size has therefore a 
substantial influence on the precision of the estimate. However, when assuming weights and 
covering a long period of historical data it becomes questionable how well the historical data 
reflect the market situation in more recent times. Also, collecting historical data for a longer 
time period can be challenging (Alexander 2008a).  Besides the latter issue, HS is relatively 
simple to implement. 

2.2.3 Monte Carlo simulation method 
Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) method is a parametric method that estimates the probability 
distribution by replicating random market outcomes, based on any chosen parametric model, 
for a sufficient number of simulations (Jorion 2007). The law of large numbers ensures that the 
method becomes more accurate as the number of simulations increases (Glasserman 2003). 
 
Due to the fact that the MCS method has the ability to estimate for any parametric model, the 
method can incorporate nonlinear positions, time variation in market outcomes and fat tails.   
Hence, MC simulation method is a very powerful and flexible method for estimation of VaR 
(Jorion 2007). A weakness of the method, however, is that the accuracy of the estimations is 
inevitably limited by the quality of the model, i.e. a poor choice of model will consequently 
provide in a poor result. Also, the method becomes very computationally expensive since it 
requires a large number of simulation to obtain a precise estimate (Danielsson 2011). 

2.3 Multi-factor model 
A multi-factor model is a statistical method that describes the covariance between two or more 
variables, e.g. financial assets or portfolios, by measuring a potentially lower number of 
underlying factors (Alexander 2008b). The accuracy in estimating the returns and risk of the 
variables depends on the chosen factors and the method for estimating the factor betas. Where 
a factor beta is the product of the market correlation and the relative volatility of the portfolio, 
or asset, with respect to an index or a benchmark The factors can be selected from fundamentals 
(style factors, dividend yield, price-earnings ratios, etc..), economics (inflation, unemployment, 
etc.), finance (exchange rates, market indices, etc.) or statistics (e.g. factor analysis or principle 
component). For estimating the factor betas, fundamental factors are using cross-sectional 
regression; economic and finance factor betas are often estimated through time series 
regression; and statistical factor betas are estimated using statistical approaches based on 
analysis of the eigenvectors and the eigenvalues of the variables covariance or correlation 
matrix.  
 
When both factors and factor betas have been selected respectively estimated, the multi-factor 
model can be formulated as a multiple regression model. Hence, the asset or portfolio can be 
estimated from the formula:  
 

GH = 8 + IJ"J,H

K

JL#

+ MH,EEEEEEEEEEMH~9. 9. C. 0, !
%  

 
letting P denote the time an observation is made, GH to be an asset or portfolio return, Q be the 
number of risk factors with returns "#,H, … , "K,H and risk factor weights be expressed as 
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I#, … , IK.  Furthermore, consider 8 to be the expected value of the risk factors returns and MH 
to be the error term with an identical and independent distribution. However, for multi-factors 
using cross-sectional data, the time variable P would be replaced by 9 instead.  
 
A more convenient expression, using matrix notation, can be expressed as: 
 

S = T + UV + W 
 
where the data are either cross-sectional or time series, S is the column vector of the asset or 
portfolio returns, U is a matrix containing the risk factor returns, V is a column vector containing 
each risk factors beta, T is the column vector TX, where X is a row vector of ones denoted as  
X = 1#, … , 1K ′ , and the W is the column vector containing the variables specific returns, 
whereEMH has the same notation as in the previous equation (Alexander 2008b). 

2.4 Stress testing and scenario analysis 
Stress testing is a risk management tool that evaluates the impact of the outcomes from severe, 
although plausible, scenarios. This is an advantage since it provides a better insight of the tail 
of the probability distribution. Thus, stress tests should be considered as a key complement to 
VaR. Moreover, it is a useful tool to overcome limitations of models and historical data since 
it is a forward-looking approach, i.e. obtain observations that are more likely to occur than 
historical data implies (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision 2009). 
 
However, Jorion (2007) points out that one problem with stress tests is that it is very subjective. 
Therefore, it becomes difficult to determine whether scenarios are plausible or not, where 
implausible scenarios will result in irrelevant outcomes. 
 

 
Figure 2.1: Framework for conducting stress tests. 

 
There are different ways to conduct stress tests. According to Jorion (2007) construction of 
scenarios can be either portfolio-driven or event-driven. The first case, considers variation in 
the risk parameters that affect the portfolio directly and latter look for the risk factors that 
generate that type of movement.  
 
Furthermore, Alexander (2008a) presents a classification of scenarios on the risk factors in two 
dimensions. First, is the type of changes considered in the risk factors and the other is the data 
that provides these movements. The first dimension, type, considers two different cases, Single 
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case scenarios and Distribution scenarios.4 The first case, shock one risk factor at a time. The 
latter case, considers the impact of a simultaneous movement in a set of risk factors. Within the 
second dimension, data, two cases are considered as well, Historical scenarios and 
Hypothetical scenarios. Regarding Historical scenario, it considers that the history will repeat 
itself, i.e. the prediction in variation of the financial variables is described in the historical data. 
The second case, Hypothetical scenario, can change any risk factors without having any 
historical precedents. Even though Alexander (2008a) only considered the categorization 
within risk factors they also apply for the risk parameters (Jorion 2007). Figure 2.1 summarizes 
the framework for conducting stress tests. 

2.4.1 Historical scenario 
Historical scenario examines the market data from a significant event experienced in the past, 
to obtain a prediction of the movements in the market variables. Examples of events that are 
commonly used for historical scenarios are: the 1987 global equity crash; the Russian debt 
default in 1998; the IT bubble burst in 2000; the credit crises of 2007 and banking crises of 
2008.5  
 
In Section 2.4, it is stated that one problem of stress testing is that it is too subjective. But, the 
historical scenario becomes less subjective since it relies on experienced events. This, however, 
becomes a drawback because it constrains the number of extreme events for forecasts. In 
addition, excessive losses are often result from a scenario that are not captured by the historical 
observation. Hence, the stress test could be irrelevant (Alexander 2008a). 
 
An example of the latter issue could be the credit crises and banking crisis in 2007 respectively 
2008. As the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (2009) stated “…the severity levels and 
duration of stress indicated by previous episodes proved to be inadequate. The length of the 
stress period was viewed as unprecedented and so historically based stress tests underestimated 
the level of risk and interaction between risks.” 

2.4.2 Hypothetical scenario 
Hypothetical scenario considers plausible events that has not yet been experienced. This is very 
valuable since, as stated in Section 2.4, it has a forward-looking approach and therefore could 
complement risk management approaches that are based on quantitative models using historical 
data, e.g. VaR (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision 2009). According to Jorion (2007), 
example of hypothetical scenarios could be major sovereign default, war in an oil-producing 
area, or the effect of an earthquake in Tokyo. 
 
To construct good hypothetical scenarios, however, requires subjective judgment of 
experienced managers across the organization (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision 
2009). But even if the organization has this benefit to formulate well and severe hypothetical 
scenarios, the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (2009) argues that risk managers often 
have difficulties to sell-in the more severe scenarios to the senior management. 
 
“Scenarios that were considered extreme or innovative were often regarded as implausible by 
the board and senior management.” Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (2009) 

                                                
4 More commonly referred to as Sensitivity analysis and Scenario analysis (Jorion 2007). 
5 For more examples, see Alexander (2008a). 
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2.4.3 Reverse stress testing 
Reverse stress testing is a procedure which identifies significant negative outcome, that 
threatens the viability of a financial institution, and then defining the scenario that could cause 
the outcome. The key purpose of reversed stress testing is to overcome disaster myopia and the 
possibility of reliance on security, derived from regular stress test in which entities identify 
manageable impacts. Hence, it points out vulnerabilities that are not captured in regular stress 
tests (Committee of European Banking Supervisors 2010). Moreover, Basel Committee on 
Banking Supervision (2009) argues that with appropriate judgements, reversed stress testing 
could unveil hidden risk exposures and inconsistencies in hedging strategies or other behavioral 
reactions. 
 
For larger and more complex institutions, reverse stress testing becomes more challenging and 
labour intensive. However, Hull (2015) suggests that one approach to make it less complex is 
to find 5 to 10 key variables and assume that changes in other variables are dependent on the 
changes of the key variables. Alternatively, use a principal components analysis to obtain 
movements of the market variables and latter determine which variables that generated 
significant losses.   

2.5 Coherent stress testing 
The problem with traditional stress testing is that it is difficult to interpret due to its lack of 
event probabilities, i.e. it does not give any idea of how likely or unlikely the stress test 
scenarios could be, and since it does not contain any probabilities for the event one have to 
evaluate the result from the stress test side-by-side with the traditional market risk or VaR 
models. To overcome these problem, Rebonato (2010) argues that one could create plausible 
and mathematically self-consistent joint distribution of stress scenarios, i.e. obtain a coherent 
solution, by expert judgment and Bayesian networks.  

2.5.1 Worked-out example 
To better understand how difficult it is to assign probabilities, when the probabilities in question 
are very small, Rebonato (2010) illustrates this through an example, ‘Rare and even more 
dangerous disease’ which can be seen below. Also, this example gives an idea of how much 
Bayes theorem, see Section 2.5.4.1, and conditional probabilities can help us to think straight 
in difficult situations. 

Rare and even more dangerous disease 
Assume a friend is afraid that he may have been infected by a deadly disease that affects one 
person out of 50,000. To ascertain whether he is infected or not he undertakes a medical test 
that has an accuracy rate of 95%. Later, the test result arrives and it is unfortunately positive. 
Your friend calls you in understandable distress. Can you offer words of comfort? 
 
At first, it does not look that promising considering the high accuracy test but using Bayes’ 
theorem could help our reasoning. I denote by ZZ the event ‘your friend suffers from a deadly 
disease’ and by P[\P the event ‘the test comes back positive’. From the information above one 
know that the frequency of occurrence of ZZ is as follows: 
 

] ZZ =
1

50,000
= 0.00002 
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Also, one knows that if a person does have ZZ then the test will detect this with a 95% 
accuracy, therefore: 
 

] P[\P ZZ = 0.95 
 
Now, what we want to know is the probability that a person is affected by ZZ, given that the 
test has come back positive, i.e. we are looking for ] ZZ P[\P . From Bayes’ theorem, see 
Section 2.5.4.1, we have:    
 

] ZZ P[\P =
] P[\P ZZ ] ZZ

] P[\P
 

 
The only we do not know is ] P[\P , but we can have a very good guess of it. Suppose that 
100 people take the test. Since the test has an accuracy rate of 95%, 5 (almost certainly) 
healthy people out of 100 will receive alarming but false results from the hospital. Therefore: 
 

] P[\P ≃ 0.05 
 
Hence, 
 

] ZZ P[\P =
] P[\P ZZ ] ZZ

] P[\P
=
0.95 ∗ 0.00002

0.05
= 0.0038 

 
So, good news! Your friend has a chance of a little more than a third of 1% of being affected 
by ZZ. 

2.5.2 Joint distribution 
The joint distribution is a set of probabilities for : two-valued Boolean random variables 
(TVBRV), e#, e%, … , ef. This means that it will be 2f joint probabilities, g 9 , and joint events, 
hJ,  where 9 = 1, 2, … , 2f. A joint event is any combination of the Boolean values, True and 
False for the : random variables. Since Bayesian nets are constructed with defined events, the 
Boolean values are used to indicate if the events occurred or not. Moreover, all joint events hJ 
are disjoint, which gives that the following requirements must be satisfied: 
 

g 9 ≥ 0,EEEEEEEEEE9 = 1, 2, … , 2f 
 

g 9

%
i

JL#

= 1 

 
For example, for a system with : = 2, one could present it as follows: 
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Table 2.1: Joint probability table for two Boolean random variables, where True = 1 and False = 0. 

 jX jk  
lX 0 0 g 1  
lk 1 0 g 2  
lm 0 1 g 3  
ln 1 1 g 4  

2.5.3 Bayesian networks 
A Bayesian network is a probabilistic graphical model that is used for dealing with problems 
containing uncertainty and complexity. It is built by combining the uncertainty, using 
probability theory, with graph structure, using graph theory. The Bayesian approach to 
uncertainty ensures that the system remain coherent. Whereas, the graph theory contributes to 
illustration of the system and utilize independence structures within interacting sets of variables, 
see Figure 2.2. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 2.2: Example of a Bayesian network with three variables, where B causes A and C, and A causes C. 

The Bayesian network is a directed acyclic graph, i.e. a graph with topological ordering of a 
finitely number of nodes. Where nodes represent a set of random variables and the dependencies 
between the variables are represented by directed edges (Koski and Noble 2009). 

2.5.4 Marginal and conditional probability tables 
When the topology for the system is built the next step is to build a Marginal and Conditional 
Probability Table (MCPT) which will give access to the final goal, the joint probabilities. One 
may question why one should structure the Bayesian network before starting with the MCPT. 
The advantage becomes clear when calculating the conditional probabilities. Instead of 
providing every, single-, double-, etc., conditional probability, by having the topology of the 
network only a small subset of the whole universe of conditional probabilities, including all 
marginal probabilities, will be needed to obtain the MCPT. 
 
As starting point to fill the MCPT, one should start with the graph’s last descendants, e.g. the 
last descendant in Figure 2.2 would be node C, and when all probabilities are calculated for that 
node one should take the penultimate descendant, and so on, until the MCPT contains all the 

A

C

B
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probabilities. In general, each node will contain the marginal probability for that node and 
conditional probabilities of the order as high as the number of direct parents into that node. To 
illustrate this, recall Figure 2.2. The probabilities included in the MCPT for node C is given by: 
 

] @ ] @  
 

] @ p ∩ r ] @ p ∩ r

] @ p ∩ r ] @ p ∩ r
 

 
] @ p ∩ r ] @ p ∩ r

] @ p ∩ r ] @ p ∩ r
 

 
where the marginal probability ] @ = E @ = s , i.e. the probability of C when C is being true, 
and ] @ = @ = 5 , the probability of C when C is being false. Moreover, the remaining 
probabilities are the conditional probabilities of C given the variables A and B, with different 
outcomes (Rebonato 2010). 

2.5.4.1 Bayes’ theorem 
Bayes’ theorem is an important theorem when creating a coherent stress test. It becomes really 
useful when filling the Joint Probability Table (JPT) and the MCPT, since it allows one to 
derive different relationships within the system. The Bayes’ theorem follows: 
 

] p r ] r = ] r p ] p  
 
where A and B are the events. The conditional probability, ] p r , is the probability of A 
occurring given B being true and on the contrary for ] r p . Furthermore, ] p and ] r  are 
the marginal probabilities (Rebonato 2010). 

2.5.4.2 Relationships 
To fill the MCPT efficiently, Rebonato (2010) states relationships that are useful when 
working with Bayesian networks. However, this approach should be considered when the risk 
manager feels confident about the given probabilities. 

1. Breaking down the joint 
This relationship helps one to break down the joint distribution into marginal and conditional 
probability. In general, given an :-dimensional joint probability, this could be divided into the 
product of : − 1-conditional probability, : − 2-conditional probability, …, single-conditional 
probability and marginal probability, as follows: 
 
Given the probability of a joint event,E] 9 , with : TVBRV, 
 

] e# = < ∩ e% = t,… ,∩ ef = u  
 
where e#, e%, … , ef are the random variables and <, t, … , u = v, w, i.e. the random variables 
are either true (occurring) or false (not occurring). 
 
From the above notation, one could break down the joint event as follows: 
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] e#, e%, … , ef = ] e# e%, … , ef ] e%, … , ef = 
 

= ] e# e%, … , ef ] e% ex … , ef ] ex, … , ef = 
 

…E

 
= ] e# e%, … , ef ] e% ex … , ef ] ex ey … , ef …] ef7# ef ] ef  

2. Order of conditioning 
For : TVBRV, each random variable can have at most z parents. Thus, :-dimensional joint 
probability does not need more than z-conditioned probabilities. 

3. Commutativity 
The commutativity relationship describes how one can, and are allowed, to rearrange 
variables. GivenE: TVBRV, e#, e%, … , ef, the following rearrangement are allowed: 
 

] e# = < ef = t,… , e% = u = ] e# = < e% = t,… , ef = u  
 

] e# = <, e% = t,… , ef = u = ] ef = <, ef7# = t,… , e# = u  
 

] e# = <, e% = t,… , eK = { ef = u = ] eK = <, eK7# = t,… , e# = { ef = u  
 
where <, t, … ,{, u = v, w. 

4. Closure 
Given : TVBRV, define the random variables that will occur as e#, e%, … , ef and the random 
variables that will not occur as e#, e%, … , ef. Then the closure relationship rule can be 
formulated as follows: 
 

] e# = < e% = t ∩ …ef = u + E] e# = < e% = t ∩ …ef = u = 1 
 
where <, t, … , u = v, w.  

5. Independence 
Two TVBRV, e# and e%, are said to be independent if: 
 

] e# e% = ] e# E

 
where ] e# ≠ 0.  
 
Using Bayes’ theorem on ] e% e#  when independence occurring gives the following: 
 

] e# e% ] e% = ] e% e# ] e#  
 

E] e# ] e% = ] e% e# ] e#  
 

] e% = ] e% e#  
 
Moreover, another powerful result that holds under independence: 
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] e 5 =
](e ∩ 5)

](5)
= ] e → ] e ∩ 5 = ] e ](5) 

 
When using independence, the probabilistic problem simplifies considerably. However, full 
independence is a very strong condition and are rarely met when using financial variables. 

6. Conditional independence 
Conditional independence is less powerful compared to full independence, but easier to justify. 
However, it is a very powerful tool to simplify problems when dealing with Bayesian networks. 
For two TVBRV, e# and e%, the conditional independence follows as: 
 

] e# e% = ] e# ⟺ ] e% e# = ] e%  
 
And for a double conditioning including a TVBRV ex: 
 

] e# e%, ex = ] e# ex ⟺ ] e% e#, ex = ] e% ex  

7. Splitting of the marginal 
For any TVBRV, e# and e%. Define the random variables that will occur as e# and e%, and the 
random variables that will not occur as e# and e%. 
 

] e# e% ] e% + ] e# e% ] e% = ] e#  

2.5.5 Sanity checks 
To obtain a coherent solution one should perform sanity checks to ensure that the assigned 
probabilities are consistent. The following checks and constraints should be fulfilled for each 
marginal and single-conditional probability assigned: 
 

0 ≤ ] eJ ≤ 1EEEEEEEEEE;ÄÅE2:tE9 
 

0 ≤ ] eJ eÇ ≤ 1EEEEEEEEE;ÄÅE2:tEP{ÄE[É[:P\, eJE2:CEeÇE 
 
In addition, recall Bayes’ theorem in section 2.6.4.1, a useful check should be that 
 

] eJ eÇ ≤
] eÇ

] eJ
 

 
This condition is useful but one could do better by applying Triplet conditions, as follows: 
 

0 ≤ ] eÇ eJ

] eJ eK

] eK eJ

] eK eÇ

] eÇ eK

≤ 1EEEEEEEEEE;ÄÅE9 ≠ Ñ ≠ Q 

 
Moreover, there are some sanity checks, Independence, Deterministic causation and 
Incompatibility of events, that also can be checked but these conditions compared to the 
conditions above have a very strong statement. The Deterministic causation and Incompatibility 
of events are presented below and details about the Independence are provided in Section 
2.5.4.2 Relationships. 
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Deterministic causation 
The Deterministic causation is a condition where one stating that eJ deterministically causes 
eÇ, i.e. every time eJ happens eÇ happens, then 
 

] eÇ ≥ ] eJ  

Incompatibility of events 
If one believe that eJ and eÇ are incompatible, then 
 

] eJ eÇ = ] eÇ eJ = 0 
 
As mentioned before, the incompatibility of events constraint is a very strong statement and 
one should therefore feel very sure about the knowledge of the world to invoke this constraint. 
Hence, Rebonato (2010) recommend, to avoid closing doors, to set 
 

] eJ eÇ = ] eÇ eJ = 107ÖEEEEEEEEEE{9PℎEá ≫ 1 

2.5.6 Coherent solution: linear programming 
Estimating probabilities that are coherent within a system can be very difficult to provide. In 
cases when one could only venture a guess at; the relative likelihood of the stand-alone events 
and single-conditioned probabilities, Rebonato (2010) suggests that this approach should be 
selected.  
 
Before one could make use of the linear programming technique, the manual sanity checks has 
to be carried out, see Section 2.5.5. This is the minimum requirement to obtain useful results 
from the analysis. Assuming that the manual sanity checks has been fulfilled, one could 
formulate for each stress events an indicator variable defined as âJ, where 9 = 1,2, … , ä, and 
where âJ = 1 represent that event EJ has occurred and âJ = 0 otherwise. A vector å contains any 
given combination of âJ, and the set of all ås is defined by ℐ. In order to obtain any set of 
proposed probabilities to be consistent, there must at least exist one set of g å  of joint 
probabilities with: 

g å

å∈ℐ

= 1 

 
0 ≤ g å ≤ 1 

 
from this one could express the probabilities in terms of the joint probabilities g å  as follows: 
 

] eJ = g å

å: éèL#

 

 

] eJ eÇ =
] EJ ∩ EÇ

] EÇ

=

g å
å: éèL#,EéêL#

g å
å: EéêL#

 

 

] eJ eÇ, eK =

] EJ ∩ EÇ ∩ EK

] EÇ ∩ EK

=

g å
å: éèL#,EéêL#,EEéëL#E

g å
å: EéêL#,EéëL#E
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Since its very unlikely to give probabilities that are internally consistent one could create an 
upper and lower limit for the proposed probabilities, ]± ⋅ . Hence, instead of providing a value 
for each probability, one gives the opportunity to provide a range, for each probability, which 
could be easier to have an idea of. From rearrangement of the marginal probability, single-
conditional probability and the double-conditional probability equations above, and introducing 
non-negative slack variables îJ7, îJ|Ç7 , îJ|Ç,K7 , one get the equality constraints for the linear 
programming approach as follows: 
 

îJ
7
= −]7 eJ + g å

å: éèL#

 

 
îJ
ñ
= ]ñ eJ − g å

å: éèL#

 

 
îJ|Ç
7
= −]7 eJ eÇ g å

å: EéêL#

+ g å

å: éèL#,EéêL#

 

 
îJ|Ç
ñ
= ]ñ eJ eÇ g å

å: EéêL#

− g å

å: éèL#,EéêL#

 

 
îJ|Ç,K
7

= −]7 eJ eÇ, eK g å

å: EéêL#,EéëL#E

+ g å

å: éèL#,EéêL#,EEéëL#E

 

 
îJ|Ç,K
ñ

= ]ñ eJ eÇ, eK g å

å: EéêL#,EéëL#E

− g å

å: éèL#,EéêL#,EEéëL#E

 

 
where the non-negative slack variables can be formulated as follows: 
 

î
J

±
, î

J|Ç

±
, î

J|Ç,K

±
≥ 0E;ÄÅE2:tE9, Ñ, Q 

 
Moreover, the objective function follows as: 
 

min ; gK, îJ
±
, î

J|Ç

±
= î

J

±
+ î

J|Ç

±  
 
For a more detailed description of the linear program, see Appendix A. The upper and lower 
limit, for the proposed probability ] ⋅ , are defined as: 
 

] ⋅ 1 − ö ≤ ] ⋅ ≤ ] ⋅ + ö 1 − ] ⋅  
 
where ö gives the lower and upper bound.6 
 
 
 

                                                
6 Hint: Rebonato (2010) uses ö = 0.01 in his example. 
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Chapter 3 

Method 
For this work, both a historical stress test and a coherent stress test will be performed. This 
chapter gives a picture of how the two stress tests have been carried out, by presenting the 
selected models that has been chosen and their implementation. Moreover, a motivation of the 
choice of methods will be concluded. 

3.1 Description of the portfolio 
The portfolio used in this work was the AP2´s ‘listed portfolio’, i.e. a portfolio excluding 
alternative investments. It was selected due to lack of estimation tools for alternative investment 
at the time. The listed portfolio contains a large amount of securities and to give an idea of how 
the listed portfolio looks like, Figure 3.1 present the proportion of asset classes in the listed 
portfolio from the date 15/12/2016. Moreover, a more granular presentation of the listed 
portfolio can be observed in Figure 3.2. 
 
 

 
Figure 3.1: The proportion of the listed portfolio by asset class, obtained 15/12/2016. (*Other contains: 

Absolute return, FX hedge, Overlay and *Unspecified) 
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Figure 3.2: A more granular representation of ’Proportion of Listed Portfolio by asset class, obtained 

15/12/2016’. (*Other contains: Absolute return, FX hedge, Overlay and *Unspecified) 

3.2 Stress test 1: Historical stress test 

3.2.1 Motivation of method 
The first stress test constructed in this work was a historical stress test. The choice of performing 
a historical stress test was to see if the current portfolio would perform better than the historical 
portfolio from the chosen time period, i.e. to see if the current portfolio had become more 
diversified than the historical portfolio in the chosen stress period. Also, the stress period for 
the historical stress test was selected to be during a more recent stress period with a one-year 
time horizon, because more data was available for that stress period in comparison to older 
stress periods.  

3.2.2 Literature review 
When constructing a historical stress test all market data and their movements, from the chosen 
time frame of a significant event, is provided since it already is experienced in the past. This 
makes historical scenarios less subjective than hypothetical stress test, due to that the market 
data and market movements are given, but not necessarily more relevant.  Moreover, another 
important aspect to bear in mind when constructing a historical stress test is, as (Alexander, 
2008a) argues, that collecting market data for a longer time period can be challenging, e.g. data 
for certain securities may not exist due to merge of companies, IPO’s or lack of data availability. 

3.2.3 Data 
Since this stress test was constructed to compare if the current portfolio had become more 
diversified than the historical portfolio, from the chosen stress event. The data needed was: 
 

1.! The proportion of securities for the current portfolio, in this work the listed portfolio 
2.! The proportion of securities for the historical portfolio 
3.! Movements of market data from the desired time period 

 
The current portfolio was easy to obtain since it is constantly updated and available in the 
system. The historical portfolio, however, had to be requested to be obtain but it was no problem 
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receiving it. Moreover, the movements of market data were also easily accessible. However, 
there were some parts of data that were not available. 
 
One problem that occurred was that a significant part of data, for both equities and fixed income, 
was not available due to, inter alia, that the current portfolio contained securities that did not 
exist from the chosen stress period. Hence, the supervisor was consulted. From the consultation, 
the approach to fill up the missing data was to identify all securities that had a certain amount 
of underlying risk factor missing, i.e. risk factors missing more than a specified threshold e.g. 
5%, from the chosen time period and with a market value larger than 10 million SEK. The latter 
reason to identify the securities was because the securities with the smaller market value would 
not have a significant impact on the stress test. When the securities were identified, with the 
given constraints, identification of the unique missing risk factors had to be done. The unique 
missing risk factors are the duplicate-free risk factors that are used for estimating the securities. 
For example, two equity positions, EQ1 and EQ2, could have the same underlying risk factor 
for estimating the price. Therefore, instead of saying that there are two risk factors missing, one 
in EQ1 and one in EQ2, the unique risk factor tells us that there is one unique risk factor missing 
that has to be backed filled. After the identification of the unique missing risk factors, proxy 
time series for the missing unique risk factors had to be chosen to backfill the missing data so 
a new, more accurate, estimation of the stress test could be done. 
 
When selecting the proxies for the equities, with missing data, a proxy beta, i.e. systemic risk 
from a closely related equity index, and a proxy time series had to be chosen for each equity. 
From consultation with the supervisor, when selecting the proxy time series, it should be an 
equity index that, preferably, contained companies with the same size and that worked in the 
same sector as the equity with missing data. Since some of the equities that had missing data 
had the same characteristics, same size and sector, one could sort and categorize equities that 
had similar characteristics, which made the work not that time consuming as it would had been 
to go through each equity individually. When the proxy time series was obtained the same beta 
for the time series was used as the proxy beta. Moreover, for the fixed incomes, interest rate 
proxies had to be selected. The same approach was applied here as for the equities; the fixed 
incomes was categorized into groups that had similar characteristics. In this case, preferably, 
the same country, sector and credit rating. Thereafter, was all maturity, that were available 
selected for each interest rate proxy. When all the proxies were obtained it was loaded up to the 
system. Thus, all positions that had an amount larger than the threshold specified and a market 
value larger than 10 million SEK had been backfilled with the selected proxies. 

3.2.4 Implementation 
When the missing data was backfilled the historical stress test was run in the system 
RiskManager4. The setup for the stress test was very easy, where only the starting date and 
ending date for the stress period had to be specified, and of course which portfolio that would 
be stressed. In this work, as mentioned before, the portfolio that would be stressed was the listed 
portfolio.  
 
Later, when the stress result of the listed portfolio was obtained a comparison between the 
estimated result and the historical portfolio was done. The method of comparison was consulted 
with the supervisor were finally a performance attribution was decided to be used. This method 
is a set of techniques one could use to explain why a portfolio’s performance differed from a 
benchmark, in this case the historical portfolio, as follows (Brinson et al., 1986): 
 

õúJùù = ûü ∙ õü − û° ∙ õ°  
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where õúJùù, is the return difference between the portfolio and the historical portfolio, the asset 
class weight of the portfolio is defined as ûü = {#,{%, … ,{K ′,  and the asset class weights 
of the historical portfolio is defined as û° = É#, É%, … , ÉK ′. Moreover, the difference between 
the return for each asset class in the portfolio is defined as õü = \#, \%, … , \K ′ and the return 
for each asset class in the historical portfolio is defined as õ° = Å#, Å%, … , ÅK ′. This, could be 
deconstructed as follows: 
 

õúJùù = ûü − û° ∙ õ° − 3°.¢£H + û° ∙ õü − õ° + ûü − û° ∙ õ°  
 
The three parts presented in the equation above were the techniques applied for the performance 
attribution, which can be seen below. 

Asset allocation 
This method assumes that the portfolio holds the same assets as the benchmark. Additionally, 
for every asset class the same securities are held in the same proportion as in the benchmark. 
The performance of the portfolio is measured from the difference in weight of the assets relative 
to the weight of the asset for the benchmark. The following formula are used to obtain the 
performance when using asset allocation: 
 

õ§••£¶ = ûü − û° ∙ õ° − 3°.¢£H  
 
where õ§••£¶ is the performance impact for all the assets, i.e. the pointwise product of the 
difference between the portfolio weight of assets,Eûü = {#,{%, … ,{K ′  and the benchmark 
weight of assets,Eû° = É#, É%, … , ÉK ′, and the difference between the benchmark asset 
returns, õ° = Å#, Å%, … , ÅK ′,  and the total return for the benchmark, 3°.¢£H. However, since 
the current portfolio had constant weights and the historical portfolio dynamic weights, due to 
reallocation during the time period,  3°.¢£H had to be corrected. This was done by excluding the 
returns for the asset class others*, see Figure 3.1, from the total return for the benchmark.  

Asset selection 
The Asset selection assumes that the weights of the asset classes are held at the same proportion 
in the portfolio as in the benchmark. However, the securities within the asset classes are 
changeable, i.e. the portfolio can have more invested in a security that is believed to be more 
profitable compared what is held in the benchmark. To calculate the performance from the 
modification in securities, the following formula was used: 
 

õß®•®¶ = û° ∙ õü − õ°  
 
where õß®•®¶ is the return contribution for every asset classes that the portfolio performed 
compared to the benchmark, i.e. the pointwise product of the benchmark weights of the asset 
classes, û° = É#, É%, … , ÉK ′, and the difference between the returns of all asset classes within 
the portfolio,Eõü = \#, \%, … , \K ′, and the returns of all asset classes within the benchmark,  
õ° = Å#, Å%, … , ÅK ′. 

Allocation/selection interaction 
The interaction captures the joint effect of assigning weights to both asset classes and securities. 
When calculating the Allocation/selection interaction return the following equation was used: 
 

õ©fH®™ = ûü − û° ∙ õü − õ°  
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where õ©fH®™, the interaction return, is the pointwise product of the difference between the asset 
class weights of the portfolio,Eûü = {#,{%, … ,{K ′,  and the asset class weights of the 
benchmark, û° = É#, É%, … , ÉK ′, and the difference between the return for each asset class in 
the portfolio, õü = \#, \%, … , \K ′, and the return for each asset class in the benchmark, õ° =
Å#, Å%, … , ÅK ′. 

 
The interaction return, õ©fH®™, were then added to the return contribution for every asset 
classes,Eõß®•®¶, as follows: 
 

õ∗ß®•®¶ = õß®•®¶ + õ©fH®™ 

3.3 Stress test 2: Coherent stress test 

3.3.1 Motivation of method 
The coherent stress test was chosen to obtain a coherent system with probabilities which could 
assist in determine whether a scenario should be regarded as plausible or not. Moreover, the 
selection of stress scenarios was based on recommendation from the supervisor.  

3.3.2 Literature review 
As the worked-out example, in section 2.5.1, points out, providing consistent subjective 
probabilities can be, and often are, a very difficult task. However, by applying models that helps 
one to interpret how the world works and expert judgment, one could hopefully provide some 
marginal probabilities or even single-conditional probabilities. If this, however, is too difficult 
one could provide useful bounds for each probability, were hopefully the probabilities would 
be within the bounds. Rebonato (2010) explain how to proceed in assigning consistent 
probabilities and estimating the joint probabilities. Thus, obtaining a useful piece of information 
about how plausible the different scenarios are to occur in the system.   

3.3.3 Data 
Since a more forward-looking approach was desired, this procedure includes only hypothetical 
scenarios. Hence, experienced subjective judgment was required. As a starting point of this 
approach, consultation with the supervisor was conducted regarding which stress scenarios to 
include in the approach. Four stress scenarios were chosen which will be known as event B, D, 
E and F in the report due to confidentiality. Secondly, when the stress scenarios were 
determined, a Bayesian network were constructed through consultation with the supervisor, see 
Figure 3.3. Thereafter, were marginal probabilities and single-probabilities provided by the 
supervisor, see Table 3.1.  
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Figure 3.3: Representation of the Bayesian network based on the four stress scenarios.  

 
Table 3.1: Provided marginal probabilities and single-conditional probabilities. 

Type of probability Probability 
´ ¨  0.01 
´ ≠  0.01 
´ Æ  0.03 
´ w  0.01 
´ ≠ w  0.3 
´ ¨ w  0.0666 
´ Æ w  0.2 
´ ¨ ≠  0.5 
´ Æ ≠  0.33 

 
When the Bayesian network was constructed and the probabilities provided, manual sanity 
checks of the probabilities was carried out to ensure that they were consistent before proceeding 
with the linear programming technique. The sanity checks conducted was: 
 

0 ≤ ] eJ ≤ 1EEEEEEEEEE;ÄÅE2:tE9 
 

0 ≤ ] eJ eÇ ≤ 1EEEEEEEEE;ÄÅE2:tEP{ÄE[É[:P\, eJE2:CEeÇE 
 

0 ≤ ] eÇ eJ

] eJ eK

] eK eJ

] eK eÇ

] eÇ eK

≤ 1EEEEEEEEEE;ÄÅE9 ≠ Ñ ≠ Q 

 
Moreover, from observing the Bayesian network, see Figure 3.3, one could see that there is no 
relationship between event B and event E. Hence, incompatibility of events. However, due to  
Rebonato (2010) suggestion about invoking this constraint, the following probability was set 
as: 

] r e = 107Ø 
 
After conducting the sanity checks one could confirm that the probabilities satisfy the 
constraints, i.e. the probabilities were consistent.  For a more detailed description of these sanity 
checks see section 2.5.5.  

D

B

F

E
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3.3.4 Implementation 
This method is divided into two groups, one where the stress tests are carried out and the other 
where the coherent probabilities are obtained. These two groups are later combined and give us 
the final result for this method. Due to confidentiality, selection and construction of the stress 
tests has been omitted in this section. 

Coherent probabilities 
To optimize the given probabilities, and also make them internally consistent, a linear program 
was constructed in Matlab where the assigned probabilities were allowed to move within an 
upper and lower limit. This was constructed after the minimum requirement was carried out 
and fulfilled, i.e. the sanity checks were fulfilled. For further details about the linear program, 
see Appendix A. To specify the limits the following notation was used: 
 

∞Ä{[ÅE±Ä≤:C: ] ⋅ 1 − ö ] ⋅ E

≥gg[ÅE±Ä≤:C: ] ⋅ + ö 1 − ] ⋅  
 
Where ö = 0.01 as Rebonato (2010) suggested and ] ⋅  is the proposed probability. The 
optimal marginal and single-conditional probabilities were then calculated from the following 
equations, see section 2.5.6 for description of variables: 
 

] eJ = g å

å: éèL#

 

 

] eJ eÇ =
] EJ ∩ EÇ

] EÇ

=

g å
å: éèL#,EéêL#

g å
å: EéêL#

 

 
Thereafter, were the remaining, unspecified, probabilities obtained, from the equations: 
 

] r Z, 5 =
] B ∩ D ∩ F

] D ∩ F
=

g åå: é∑L#,Eé∏L#,EEéπL#E

g åå: Eé∏L#,EéπL#E

 

 

] Z e, 5 =
] E ∩ D ∩ F

] D ∩ F
=

g åå: é∫L#,Eé∏L#,EEéπL#E

g åå: Eé∏L#,EéπL#E

 

 
From observing Figure 3.3 and the given probabilities, one could see that the probabilities that 
remained unspecified was the double-conditional probabilities ] r Z, 5  and ] e Z, 5 . 
Observe that the later mentioned double-conditional probability above is ] Z e, 5  and not 
] e Z, 5 , which is the probability that one wants. However, since all probabilities are obtained 
and consistent one can use Bayes’ theorem to obtain the ] e Z, 5 , as follows: 
 

] e Z, 5 = ] Z e, 5
] e E5

] Z E5
 

 
Later, when the double-conditional probabilities and the joint probabilities were obtained from 
the linear program, the ‘Breaking down the joint’, ‘Order of conditioning’ and ‘Commutativity’ 
relationships, recall from section 2.6.4.2, were used to obtain the joint probability for each joint 
event. Inducing the ‘Order of conditioning’ for the Bayesian network in Figure 3.3 and applying 
the ‘Commutativity’ relationship, resulted in the ordering as follows: 
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] r,Z, e, 5 = ] r, e, Z, 5  

 
Consequently, using the ‘Breaking down the joint’ relationship gives the following notation for 
calculation of the joint probabilities: 
 

] r, e, Z, 5 = E] r e, Z, 5 ] e, Z, 5  
 

= ] r Z, 5 ] e, Z, 5 = ] r Z, 5 ] e Z, 5 ] Z, 5  
 

= ] r Z, 5 ] e Z, 5 ] Z, 5 = ] r Z, 5 ] e Z, 5 E] Z 5 ] 5  
 
Additionally, before calculating the joint probabilities the MCPT had to be obtained. This, 
however, was an easy task since one already knew the structure of the Bayesian network and 
having all the consistent probabilities at disposal. By simply using Bayes’ theorem the MCPT 
could be obtained. The MCPT for all probabilities could be observed in Appendix B.  

Combining the stress tests with the probabilities 
Finally, since all probabilities and the stress test results are obtained, the total expected loss, 
∞, was calculated as follows (Rebonato, 2010): 
 

∞ = ∞ hJ

%
i

JL#

g 9  

 
where : is the number of stress events and ∞ hJ  emphasizes that the 9th loss is a function of 
the joint event hJ. 
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 Chapter 4 

Results 
In this section, the results of the two implemented stress test methods are presented.  

4.1 Stress test 1: Historical stress test 
For the first method, the listed portfolio was compared to the historical portfolio, over a time 
period of one-year. As one can see in Table 4.1, the listed portfolio performed, in total, 6.5% 
better than the historical portfolio, i.e. the benchmark. For a more granular presentation of the 
result presented in Table 4.1, one can observe Table 4.2.  
 
Further, observe that the Fixed income is the only asset class that performs worse compared to 
the historical portfolio’s Fixed income. This is partly due to the selection of Fixed income in 
the listed portfolio, but also the Fixed income’s allocation. This corresponds to a return 
contribution of -0.96% as can be seen in Table 4.1. Moreover, the asset class Equity 
outperforms the historical portfolio both on allocation and selection of equities which means a 
return contribution 5.28%, see Table 4.1. This, due to that the listed portfolio’s allocation in 
equities is less than the benchmark, as can be seen in Table 4.2. 
 
Also, by observing Figure 4.2 one could see that the ‘FX hedge’, ‘Developed markets equity’ 
and ‘Swedish equity total’ constitutes the largest negative return contribution for both the listed 
portfolio and the historical portfolio, where ‘FX hedge’ performed worst with a return 
contribution of -8.8% respectively -10.8%.  Moreover, one could observe that the listed 
portfolio has a better return contribution compared to the historical portfolio for every asset 
class, except for the ‘Emerging markets equity’, ‘Global fixed income gov’ and ‘Swedish IL’.  
 

Table 4.1: The return contribution of the listed portfolio compared to the historical portfolio presented by 
asset class. (*Other contains: Absolute return, FX hedge and Overlay, and its result are the difference of the 
sums between ‘Portfolio Return contribution’ and the ‘Portfolio(YYYY) Return contribution’ which can be 

seen in Table 4.2) 

 Allocation Selection Return contribution 
Equity 0,56% 4,73% 5,28% 
Fixed income -0,58% -0,38% -0,96% 
Other*   2,1% 
TOTAL   6,5% 
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Table 4.2: A more granular presentation of the historical portfolio’s and the listed portfolio’s performance attributions, portfolio weight and return contribution. (due 
to confidentiality, YYYY represent the year for the chosen historical portfolio) 

 

  Allocation Selection Portfolio% Portfolio(YYYY)% Portfolio Return 
contribution 

Portfolio(YYYY) Return 
contribution 

Listed Portfolio -0,02% 4,34% 100% 100% -16,6% -23,0% 
Absolut return         -0,7% -0,8% 
FX hedge         -8,8% -10,8% 
Overlay         0,2% 0,0% 
Developed markets equity 0,87% 3,39% 29,56% 35,90% -4,1% -9,1% 
Emerging markets equity -1,97% 1,56% 14,26% 5,02% -3,1% -1,6% 
Emerging markets fixed income 1,36% 0,23% 7,76% 1,37% 1,0% 0,1% 
Global Corporates fixed income 2,24% 0,13% 13,29% 3,76% 1,7% 0,5% 
Global FI green bonds 0,15% 0,30% 1,27%   0,3%   
Global fixed income gov -3,05% -0,36% 5,08% 12,38% 1,2% 3,8% 
Swedish equity total 1,65% -0,22% 13,19% 19,59% -5,2% -7,3% 
Swedish fixed income total -0,93% -0,68% 15,58% 19,77% 1,0% 2,1% 
Swedish IL -0,35% 0,00% 0% 2,22% 0,0% 0,1% 
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4.2 Stress test 2: Coherent stress test 
Since this method from the beginning was divided into two groups, stress tests and probabilities, 
and later combined, the first results presented will be the stress tests and thereafter the 
probabilities. Finally, the result of the two groups combined will be presented. 
 

4.2.1 Stress tests 
For this method four stress test was constructed and stressed on the listed portfolio. The results 
for each stress test can be observed in Table 4.3 below. For a more detailed presentation of the 
result, see Tables C.1-C.4 in Appendix C.  
 
First, by observing Table C.1 one could see that, for stress test B, the listed portfolio has a return 
of -9.44%, which is the worst of all scenarios. Where the hedged contribution for the equities 
is -9.52% and the hedged contribution for the fixed incomes is 0.29%, i.e. the contribution to 
the portfolio without currency effects. For stress test D, one could see in Table C.2 that the 
listed portfolio suffers of a loss about -2.88%, where the hedged contribution for equities is -
4.51% and for the fixed incomes 0.72%. Hence, the scenario has the smallest negative return 
of the stress tests. Further, stress test E gives a total loss of -4.92%, a loss of -12,387,542,814 
SEK, on the listed portfolio, as can be observed in Table C.3. Where the equites contribute with  
-5.21% and the fixed incomes contributes with 0.58%. Finally, by observing Table C.4 one 
could observe that the stress event F has a return of 0.98% on the listed portfolio. Hence, a 
scenario that would not affect the listed portfolio negatively, at least in the short run. Moreover, 
the hedged contribution for equities was 1.30% and for the fixed incomes it was -0.45%.  
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Table 4.3: Present value and stress present value for the listed portfolio in total, for each stress event. 

Stress test PV Stress PV Delta PV % PV % Contribution % PVhedged % Contributionhedged 
B 2,51677E+11 2,27914E+11 -23762489878 -9,44167349 -9,44167349 -9,255432026 -9,255432026 
D 2,51804E+11 2,44546E+11 -7257836755 -2,882335727 -2,882335727 -3,89826916 -3,89826916 
E 2,51804E+11 2,39416E+11 -12387542814 -4,919520722 -4,919520722 -4,658374291 -4,658374291 
F 2,51677E+11 2,54144E+11 2466930919 0,980198472 0,980198472 0,886173293 0,886173293 
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4.2.2 Probabilities 
From the linear programming, see Appendix A, all the marginal-, single-conditional- and 
double-conditional probabilities were obtained for Bayesian network, see Figure 3.3, as can 
be seen in Table 4.4. Moreover, in Table 4.5 one could observe all the joint events that exist 
within the Bayesian network, i.e. all the different combinations of the events occurring or not, 
and the joint probability for those. Additionally, one could see, in Table 4.5, that joint event 1 
has the largest joint probability of 95.25%, i.e. the chance that none of the stress events will 
occur has the largest joint probability, and the second largest is joint event 5 with a joint 
probability of 2.57%. The joint events with the lowest joint probability was joint event 2 and 
14. 
 

Table 4.4: Consistent probabilities obtained from the linear program.  

Type of probability Probability 
! "  0.01 
! #  0.01 
! $  0.03 
! %  0.01 
! # %  0.3 
! " %  0.0666 
! $ %  0.2 
! " #  0.5 
! $ #  0.33 
! " #, %  0.1580 
! $ #, %  0.3781 

 
Table 4.5: Joint probability table for the Bayesian network, see Figure 3.3, where occurrence of an event is 

represented by 1s and non-occurrence by 0s. 

Joint event Event B Event D Event E Event F Joint Probability 
1 0 0 0 0 0.9525 
2 1 0 0 0 0 
3 0 1 0 0 0.0017 
4 1 1 0 0 0.0031 
5 0 0 1 0 0.0257 
6 1 0 1 0 0.0001 
7 0 1 1 0 0.0008 
8 1 1 1 0 0.0014 
9 0 0 0 1 0.006 
10 1 0 0 1 0.0002 
11 0 1 0 1 0.0016 
12 1 1 0 1 0.0003 
13 0 0 1 1 0.0008 
14 1 0 1 1 0 
15 0 1 1 1 0.001 
16 1 1 1 1 0.0002 
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4.2.3 Combining the stress tests with the probabilities 
By combining the results from the stress tests and the joint probabilities one could obtain the 
expected loss for each joint event, as could be seen in Table 4.6. The best joint event that could 
occur, for the listed portfolio, is joint event 9 that gives a profit of 14,801,586 SEK, and the 
worst is joint event 6 with a loss of -318,359,850 SEK. 
 
Table 4.6: JPT for the Bayesian network, see Figure 3.3, where occurrence of an event is represented by 1s 

and non-occurrence by 0s, combined with the gains and losses of the stress tests. 

Joint event Event 
B 

Event 
D 

Event 
E 

Event 
F 

Joint 
Probability Loss Expected loss 

1 0 0 0 0 0,9525 0 0 
2 1 0 0 0 0 -23762489878 0 
3 0 1 0 0 0,0017 -7257836755 -12338322 
4 1 1 0 0 0,0031 -31020326633 -96163013 
5 0 0 1 0 0,0257 -12387542814 -318359850 
6 1 0 1 0 0,0001 -36150032692 -3615003 
7 0 1 1 0 0,0008 -43407869447 -34726296 
8 1 1 1 0 0,0014 -43407869447 -60771017 
9 0 0 0 1 0,006 2466930919 14801586 
10 1 0 0 1 0,0002 -21295558959 -4259112 
11 0 1 0 1 0,0016 -4790905836 -7665449 
12 1 1 0 1 0,0003 -28553395714 -8566019 
13 0 0 1 1 0,0008 -9920611895 -7936490 
14 1 0 1 1 0 -36150032692 0 
15 0 1 1 1 0,001 -17178448650 -17178449 
16 1 1 1 1 0,0002 -33683101773 -6736620 

       Total: -563514054 
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Chapter 5 

Discussion and conclusion 
In this section, the implemented methods will be evaluated mainly from the results presented 
in the previous section. But also based on the theory this paper has touched upon. Finally, 
suggestions on future research will be presented as well.   

5.1 Evaluation 

5.1.1 Stress test 1: Historical stress test 
One reason that contributes to that the listed portfolio performs better than the historical 
portfolio is the, significant, differences between the benchmarks for equity investment that were 
used during the stress period and the ones that are currently used. Today, about 50% of the 
listed portfolio’s equities are invested in defensive benchmarks, which performs better during 
crisis, as can be seen for ‘Swedish equity total’ and especially ‘Developed markets equity’ in 
Table 4.2. Moreover, by observing Table 4.2 one could see that the ‘FX hedge’ had a large 
impact for both portfolios. Hence, the stress period seems to have a significant effect on the 
currencies. Even though both portfolios suffered from a large ‘FX hedge’ loss, the listed 
portfolio performs 2 percentage points better than the historical portfolio. This, due to that the 
degree of currency hedging and the currency exposures were not the same in the historical 
portfolio as in the listed portfolio. For a better analysis, it would be useful if one could pinpoint 
where the currency exposures originates.  
 
The historical stress test approach has the advantage that it does not include any estimation 
errors and it directly obtain the probability distribution, i.e. captures market movements for 
both linear and non-linear positions. However, since the chosen stress period did not include a 
significant part of the positions that the listed portfolio contained, index proxies was used to 
backfill these data losses. The systematic risk for these positions should be reasonable correct 
but for the proxies one should bear in mind that those completely lack unsystematic risk. This 
could, and most certainly are, affecting the result but in comparison with what was stressed 
above it has a smaller influence on the outcome since the portfolio is well diversified with 
thousands of positions. 
 
Additionally, despite the advantages of using a historical stress test one should keep in mind 
the drawbacks. As Alexander (2008) stresses, excessive losses are rarely captured by the 
historical observations, i.e. the approach do not have a forward-looking approach which 
constrains the number of extreme events for forecasts. 

5.1.2 Stress test 2: Coherent stress test 
To analyze the stress events for this approach a deep knowledge of how the portfolio is 
constructed was required. Therefore, were the supervisor asked to assist in the analysis for 
each stress events.  
 
Stress event B would likely spread to the global market, where the effect should be felt more 
in the emerging markets than the developed markets. Due to unreliable market variables this 
stress test shocked some variables in an uncorrelated way since the effects should be more 
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severe. When looking in a more granular level, not presented in this paper, the developed 
market equities performs better than expected, due to defensive benchmark for the equities. 
As for stress event D, this stress test is divided into economic regions, e.g. stresses emerging 
markets against developing markets. The scenario is not as bad as one could expect, even 
though it is a rather negative scenario. Equity markets will suffer but the defensive nature of 
developed equities indexes counters this somewhat. Additionally, fixed incomes curbs well 
together with exposures in specific foreign exchanges. 
 
Further, for stress event E, this stress test is attempting to capture a political crisis which 
would affect the global markets. This scenario would especially affect a specific region´s 
equity markets, but it would also be bad for other regions risky assets. At first glance, this 
stress event, as stress event D, sounds like a very bad scenario. However, it turns out not to be 
that bad for the listed portfolio because of holdings in fixed income and a significant amount 
in a specific currency. Finally, stress event F is not considered as a strong negative scenario, 
but is likely to increase instability of global markets. This stress event does not generate a bad 
result on the listed portfolio. One reason for this result is that developed markets should 
perform fine during this stress event, which could be observed in Table C.4, e.g. the return of 
Developed market equity is about 7% and for Swedish total equity about 4.3%. 
 
As for the probabilities, one can observe the probabilities assigned by the supervisor in Table 
3.1. However, since the probabilities are subjectively assigned, there could exist other 
probabilities that could give a coherent solution to the same Bayesian network that are 
presented in Figure 3.3. Hence, other joint probabilities for the system are possible. 
 
When considering the combined procedure in this method one could see in Table 4.6 that the 
total expected loss is -563,514,054 SEK, which correspond to a loss of about 1% in the listed 
portfolio. One cause to this is that the joint event 1, i.e. the joint event where no stress events 
occurs, has a probability of 95.25%. Which seems reasonable since we are dealing with rare 
stress events. Another reason for the low total expected loss of about 1% could be due to that 
the listed portfolio actually profits from when stress event F occurs by 2,466,930,919 SEK, see 
Table C.4. Hence, when summing up the joint events, where stress event F occurs, the loss will 
decrease significantly. Additionally, as mentioned in the result section, stress test B is the stress 
event that would affect the listed portfolio worst, see Table C.1. However, for almost every 
joint event where stress event B occurs results in a very low joint probability, which results in 
less negative expected loss.  
 
Even though this approach should help one to have an idea of how likely or unlikely the 
scenarios could be, one should have in mind of the criticized part of this approach that risk 
managers have raised (Rebonato 2010). The risk managers experiencing that the approach is 
too subjective and that it requires coordination among different functions, such as identification 
of relevant stress tests; elicitation of marginal and conditional probabilities and so on.  

5.2 Further research 
Based on the discussion that has been conducted in this chapter, suggestions about what 
further studies, improvements, within the applied stress tests methods that should be 
concerned are listed below: 

Historical stress test 
•! Pinpointing!the!currency!exposures!for!every!asset!class,!i.e.!mapping!of!the!node!FX!

hedge.!
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•! Improvement!of!the!index!proxies!for!the!backfilled!data.!

Coherent stress test 
•! Data?driven!approach!of!how!to!update!assigned!probabilities.
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Appendix A 

Linear programming 
The linear program specified below was constructed in Matlab with the built-in function 
linprog(f, A, b, Aeq, beq, lb, ub), i.e. a linear programming solver function. 
 
Let the objective function be given as: 
 

min * +,, -.
±, -.|1

± = -.
± + -.|1

±  
 
that must be minimized to the constraints: 
 

-.
4 = −64 7. + + 8

8: :;<=

 

 
-.
> = 6> 7. − + 8

8: :;<=

 

 
-.|1
4 = −64 7. 71 + 8

8: ?:@<=

+ + 8
8: :;<=,?:@<=

 

 
-.|1
> = 6> 7. 71 + 8

8: ?:@<=

− + 8
8: :;<=,?:@<=

 

 
+, = 1 

 
0 ≤ +, ≤ 1 

 
-.
±, -.|1

± ≥ 0 
 
where 6 7.  is the probability for event E, E = 1, 2, … , H, and +, is the joint probability for joint 
event I, I = 1, 2, … , HJ. Additionally, -.4 and -.|14  are the slack variables and + 8  represent a 
set of joint probabilities, for further description about + 8  see section 2.6.6.
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Appendix B 

MCPT 
Table B.1: The MCPT for the Bayesian network presented in Figure 3.3, where the marked cells is the 

assigned probabilities. 

 

Mariginal(Probability Probability Single0Conditional(Probability Probability Double0Conditional(Probability Probability
margB 0,01 condDF 0,3 condBDF 0,15795
margNotB 0,99 condNotDF 0,7 condNotBDF 0,84205
margD 0,01 condFD 0,3 condDBF 0,711486486
margNotD 0,99 condNotFD 0,7 condNotDBF 0,288513514
margE 0,03 condDNotF 0,00707071 condFBD 0,09477
margNotE 0,97 condNotDNotF 0,99292929 condNotFBD 0,90523
margF 0,01 condFNotD 0,00707071 condBNotDF 0,02745
margNotF 0,99 condNotFNotD 0,99292929 condNotBNotDF 0,97255

condDNotBF 0,270639597
condBF 0,0666 condNotDNotBF 0,729360403
condNotBF 0,9334 condBDNotF 0,646592857
condFB 0,0666 condNotBDNotF 0,353407143
condNotFB 0,9334 condDBNotF 0,484910006
condBNotF 0,00942828 condNotDBNotF 0,515089994
condNotBNotF 0,99057172 condFNotBD 0,50523
condFNotB 0,00942828 condNotFNotBD 0,49477
condNotFNotB 0,99057172 condFBNotD 0,03843

condNotFBNotD 0,96157
condEF 0,2 condBNotDNotF 0,004890997
condNotEF 0,8 condNotBNotDNotF 0,995109003
condFE 0,06666667 condDNotBNotF 0,002522622
condNotFE 0,93333333 condNotDNotBNotF 0,997477378
condENotF 0,02828283 condFNotBNotD 0,006911523
condNotENotF 0,97171717 condNotFNotBNotD 0,993088477
condFNotE 0,00824742
condNotFNotE 0,99175258 condDEF 0,56709

condNotDEF 0,43291
condBD 0,5 condEDF 0,37806
condNotBD 0,5 condNotEDF 0,62194
condDB 0,5 condFED 0,343690909
condNotDB 0,5 condNotFED 0,656309091
condBNotD 0,00505051 condENotDF 0,123688571
condNotBNotD 0,99494949 condNotENotDF 0,876311429
condDNotB 0,00505051 condDNotEF 0,2332275
condNotDNotB 0,99494949 condNotDNotEF 0,7667725

condFNotED 0,278480597
condED 0,33 condNotFNotED 0,721519403
condNotED 0,67 condFENotD 0,032427715
condDE 0,11 condNotFENotD 0,967572285
condNotDE 0,89 condDENotF 0,077350714
condENotD 0,0269697 condNotDENotF 0,922649286
condNotENotD 0,9730303 condEDNotF 0,309402857
condDNotE 0,00690722 condNotEDNotF 0,690597143
condNotDNotE 0,99309278 condENotDNotF 0,026280956

condNotENotDNotF 0,973719044
condDNotENotF 0,005025135
condNotDNotENotF 0,994974865
condFNotENotD 0,006367881
condNotFNotENotD 0,993632119
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Appendix C 

Stress tests results in detail 
Table C.1: Present value and stress present value for the listed portfolio, when running stress test B. 

Name PV Stress PV Delta PV % PV % Contribution % PVhedged % Contributionhedged 
Total 2,51677E+11 2,27914E+11 -23762489878 -9,44167349 -9,44167349 -9,255432026 -9,255432026 
*Unspecified 5,448032 5,9928352 0,5448032 10 2,16469E-10 0 0 
Absolut return 121749387,7 -465685327,3 -587434715,1 -482,4950055 -0,233408486 -154,7667774 -0,074868918 
Developed markets equity 73810197494 67149978604 -6660218890 -9,023440007 -2,646339355 -15,95914712 -4,680401161 
Emerging markets equity 36519113063 28805730744 -7713382319 -21,12149412 -3,064798249 -18,29792082 -2,655088477 
Emerging markets fixed income 19365963025 18497102846 -868860179 -4,486532262 -0,345228726 0,299207609 0,023023363 
FX hedge 1066795755 -6329835111 -7396630866 -693,350234 -2,938941749 -0,715100823 -0,003031137 
Global Corporates fixed income 32482154882 36188853182 3706698300 11,41149137 1,472801683 2,265084475 0,292338672 
Global FI green bonds 3042073329 3256183747 214110417,1 7,038305587 0,085073604 1,295186595 0,015655216 
Global fixed income government 12159089258 13349339239 1190249981 9,788973132 0,472928205 1,605914518 0,077585489 
Overlay 1969473566 2104150049 134676482,5 6,838197009 0,053511706 5,895253857 0,046132788 
Swedish equity total 33916740501 28427436043 -5489304458 -16,18464622 -2,181093844 -16,18464646 -2,181093876 
Swedish fixed income total 37223324449 36930930817 -292393632,1 -0,78551187 -0,11617828 -0,782169802 -0,115683984 
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Table C.2: Present value and stress present value for the listed portfolio, when running stress test D. 

Name PV Stress PV Delta PV % PV % Contribution % PVhedged % Contributionhedged 
Total 2,51804E+11 2,44546E+11 -7257836755 -2,882335727 -2,882335727 -3,89826916 -3,89826916 
*Unspecified 5,4572735 5,757215443 0,299941943 5,496186748 1,19117E-10 0 0 
Absolut return 95649859,93 -443956674,8 -539606534,7 -564,1477522 -0,214296249 -348,590949 -0,132415192 
Developed markets equity 73875704029 72343706720 -1531997309 -2,07374986 -0,608408638 -8,215342046 -2,41026421 
Emerging markets equity 36562560340 34379399447 -2183160893 -5,971028486 -0,867008015 -4,459089582 -0,64747077 
Emerging markets fixed income 19386821493 19181819126 -205002367,7 -1,057431553 -0,081413466 0,276592956 0,021295365 
FX hedge 1033077158 -2969032396 -4002109554 -387,3969647 -1,58937487 -0,915979102 -0,003757991 
Global Corporates fixed income 32497762392 35990110345 3492347953 10,7464259 1,386931068 3,457613257 0,446238712 
Global FI green bonds 3036430634 3225479145 189048510,8 6,226011183 0,075077643 2,863715376 0,034532704 
Global fixed income government 12140877206 13079632751 938755544,6 7,732188775 0,372812001 3,168365982 0,152764618 
Overlay 2010633165 2096152467 85519301,83 4,253351797 0,033962646 3,91715326 0,03127813 
Swedish equity total 33981688144 30320216983 -3661471161 -10,77483598 -1,45409569 -10,7748361 -1,454095706 
Swedish fixed income total 37182799037 37342638791 159839753,6 0,429875528 0,063477844 0,430873296 0,063625181 

Table C.3: Present value and stress present value for the listed portfolio, when running stress test E. 

Name PV Stress PV Delta PV % PV % PV % PVhedged % Contributionhedged 
Listed Portfolio 2,51804E+11 2,39416E+11 -12387542814 -4,919520722 -4,919520722 -4,658374291 -4,658374291 
*Unspecified 5,4572735 6,00300085 0,54572735 10 2,16727E-10 0 0 
Absolut return 95649859,93 495636860,2 399987000,3 418,178344 0,158848641 -344,9382214 -0,13102775 
Developed markets equity 73875704029 69440911971 -4434792058 -6,003045407 -1,761208963 -9,141284916 -2,681924229 
Emerging markets equity 36562411623 33167543237 -3394868387 -9,285132561 -1,348219387 -4,080290388 -0,592466135 
Emerging markets fixed income 19386821493 18628804006 -758017487,5 -3,909962692 -0,301034902 0,68765028 0,052943404 
FX hedge 1033077158 -949755937,4 -1982833096 -191,9346566 -0,787451446 -0,609900391 -0,002502242 
Global Corporates fixed income 32497762392 35110959574 2613197182 8,041160342 1,037790777 3,98065241 0,513742319 
Global FI green bonds 3036430634 3057030610 20599975,78 0,678427346 0,008180961 2,327222366 0,028063309 
Global fixed income government 12140877206 12195351821 54474614,35 0,448687631 0,021633749 1,574513368 0,075916127 
Overlay 2010633165 2036637647 26004482,73 1,293347946 0,010327277 4,719902365 0,037688034 
Swedish equity total 33981688144 29097289347 -4884398797 -14,37362022 -1,939763314 -14,37361987 -1,939763266 
Swedish fixed income total 37182799037 37135902793 -46896244,74 -0,126123492 -0,018624117 -0,128966017 -0,019043861 
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Table C.4: Present value and stress present value for the listed portfolio, when running stress test F. 

Name PV Stress PV Delta PV % PV % Contribution % PVhedged % Contributionhedged 
Total 2,51677E+11 2,54144E+11 2466930919 0,980198472 0,980198472 0,886173293 0,886173293 
*Unspecified 5,448032 5,7204336 0,2724016 5 1,08235E-10 0 0 
Absolut return 121749387,7 187937183,2 66187795,46 54,36396576 0,02629874 84,01019502 0,040640198 
Developed markets equity 73810197494 78978340699 5168143205 7,001936563 2,053485175 3,884971681 1,139360759 
Emerging markets equity 36519113063 35147781901 -1371331162 -3,755105332 -0,544878131 -2,910393165 -0,422307618 
Emerging markets fixed income 19365963025 18919903124 -446059901 -2,303318975 -0,177235297 -0,698496191 -0,053747736 
FX hedge 1066795755 -1893467637 -2960263393 -277,4911109 -1,176216825 1,088702177 0,004614742 
Global Corporates fixed income 32482154882 32960723597 478568715,1 1,473328099 0,190152193 -2,155696436 -0,27822072 
Global FI green bonds 3042073329 3048961935 6888605,29 0,226444419 0,002737085 -1,44577663 -0,017475432 
Global fixed income government 12159089258 12295712584 136623326 1,123631245 0,054285256 -1,597913483 -0,077198941 
Overlay 1969473566 1935148044 -34325522,56 -1,742878053 -0,013638738 -1,880278297 -0,014713952 
Swedish equity total 33916740501 35387611320 1470870819 4,336710419 0,58442874 4,336710388 0,584428736 
Swedish fixed income total 37223324449 37174952880 -48371569,27 -0,129949622 -0,019219727 -0,129861836 -0,019206743 

 


